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The strong coupling limit of cavity quantum electrodynamics (QED) implies the capability of a
matterlike quantum system to coherently transform an individual excitation into a single photon within a
resonant structure. This not only enables essential processes required for quantum information processing
but also allows for fundamental studies of matter-light interaction. In this work, we demonstrate strong
coupling between the charge degree of freedom in a gate-defined GaAs double quantum dot (DQD) and a
frequency-tunable high impedance resonator realized using an array of superconducting quantum
interference devices. In the resonant regime, we resolve the vacuum Rabi mode splitting of size 2g=2π ¼
238 MHz at a resonator linewidth κ=2π ¼ 12 MHz and a DQD charge qubit decoherence rate of γ 2 =2π ¼
40 MHz extracted independently from microwave spectroscopy in the dispersive regime. Our measurements indicate a viable path towards using circuit-based cavity QED for quantum information processing in
semiconductor nanostructures.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevX.7.011030

Subject Areas: Mesoscopics, Quantum Physics

In the strong coupling limit, cavity QED realizes the
coherent exchange of a single quantum of energy between a
nonlinear quantum system with two or more energy levels,
e.g., a qubit, and a single mode of a high quality cavity
capable of storing individual photons [1]. The distinguishing feature of strong coupling is a coherent coupling rate g,
determined by the product of the dipole moment of the
multilevel system and the vacuum field of the cavity, which
exceeds both the cavity mode linewidth κ, determining the
photon lifetime, and the qubit linewidth γ 2 ¼ γ 1 =2 þ γ φ ,
set by its energy relaxation and pure dephasing rates, γ 1 and
γ φ , respectively.
The strong coupling limit of cavity QED has been reached
with a multitude of physical systems including alkali atoms
[2], Rydberg atoms [3], superconducting circuits [4,5], and
optical transitions in semiconductor quantum dots [6,7]. Of
particular interest is the use of this concept in quantum
information processing with superconducting circuits,
where it is known as circuit QED [4,8,9].
Motivated by the ability to suppress the spontaneous
emission of qubits beyond the free space limit [10], to
perform quantum nondemolition (QND) qubit read-out
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[11,12], to couple distant qubits through microwave photons coherently [13,14], and to convert quantum information stored in stationary qubits to photons [15,16], research
towards reaching the strong coupling limit of cavity QED is
pursued for the charge and spin degrees of freedom in
semiconductor nanostructures [17–22]. Recently, in parallel with the work discussed here, independent efforts to
reach this goal have come to fruition with gate-defined
DQDs in silicon [23] and carbon nanotubes [24].
The essence of our approach to reach the strong coupling
limit with individual electronic charges in GaAs DQDs is
rooted in the enhancement of the electric component of the
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
vacuum fluctuations ∝ Zr [25] by increasing the resonator impedance Zr beyond the typical 50 Ω of a standard
coplanar waveguide. We have realized a frequency-tunable
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
microwave resonator with impedance Zr ¼ Lr =Cr ∼
1.8 kΩ using the large inductance Lr ∼ 50 nH of a
SQUID array [26–28] combined with a small stray capacitance Cr ∼ 15 fF. Its resonance frequency, and thus also its
impedance, is tunable by applying a small magnetic field
using a mm-sized coil mounted on the sample holder. The
frequency tunability of the resonator is particularly useful
in this context, as it allows for the systematic study of its
interaction with semiconductor nanostructures without
changing their electrical bias conditions.
The resonator, with a small footprint of 300 × 120 μm2
[Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)], is fabricated using standard electronbeam lithography and shadow evaporation of aluminum
(Al) onto a GaAs heterostructure. The embedded twodimensional electron gas (2DEG) has been etched away
everywhere but in a small mesa region hosting the DQD.
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FIG. 1. Sample and simplified circuit diagram. (a) False-color optical micrograph of a representative device indicating the substrate
(dark gray), the superconducting structures (light gray), the gold top gates (yellow) forming the DQD, and its source and drain leads and
contacts (blue). (b) Optical micrograph displaying a SQUID array resonator (light gray) and its coupling gate to the DQD and the DQD
biasing structures (yellow). (c) Electron micrograph of the DQD showing its electrostatic top gates (yellow) and the plunger gate coupled
to the resonator (orange). (d) Electron micrograph of three SQUID loops (dark grey) in the array deposited on the etched GaAs
heterostructure (light gray). (e) Circuit diagram schematically displaying the DQD (source contact labeled S, drain contact labeled D,
and coupling capacitance CPG to the resonator) and essential components in the microwave detection chain (circulator, amplifier) used
for performing reflectance measurements of the device. Boxes with crosses and rectangles indicate Josephson and normal tunnel
junctions, respectively.

The array, composed of 32 SQUIDs [Fig. 1(d)], is grounded
at one end and terminated in a small island at the other end
to which a single coplanar drive line is capacitively
coupled. A gate line extends from the island and forms
one of the plunger gates of the double quantum dot (orange)
[Fig. 1(c)].
The double quantum dot is formed in the mesa structure
using gold (Au) top gates [yellow in Figs. 1(a)–1(c)]
controlling the tunnel coupling of the DQD to the source
and drain leads (blue) as well as the interdot tunnel
coupling t. The left and right side gates (LSG, RSG)
control the on-site electrostatic energies of each of the two
dots, while the plunger gates are not biased in the experiment. An additional gate and pair of leads can be
configured as a quantum point contact for charge detection.
The microwave response of the system is probed in
reflection [Fig. 1(e)] using standard circuit QED heterodyne detection techniques [4,18].
We show that the resonance frequency of the SQUID
array resonator can be tuned from a maximum value of
νr ∼ 6.0 GHz to well below 4.5 GHz (which is the lower
cutoff frequency of our detection electronics) in measurements of its reflectance jS11 ðνp Þj as a function of applied
magnetic flux Φm and probe frequency νp [Fig. 2(a)]. From
these data, we extract the characteristic circuit parameters
of the resonator and find that its impedance changes from

Zr ∼ 1.3 kΩ to 1.8 kΩ in this frequency range. From
measurements of the SQUID array resistance at room
temperature, we estimate a critical current of about
210 nA per SQUID. The microwave drives applied to
the resonator in the experiments discussed here create
photon occupations on the order of one or below, resulting
in currents in the resonator far below the critical ones. In
this regime, the device has a linear response. At higher
drive strength, the nonlinearity of the device is observed
and may be characterized in spectroscopic measurements
[29]. With the DQD well detuned from the resonator biased
at νr ¼ 5.02 GHz, we determine its internal loss rate, its
external coupling rate to the input line, and the total
linewidth ðκ int ; κ ext ; κÞ=ð2πÞ ∼ ð10.0; 2.3; 12.3Þ MHz [30].
We configure the double quantum dot and determine
its characteristic properties by extracting the amplitude
and phase change of a coherent tone reflected off the
resonator at frequency νp using a measurement of the
reflection coefficient S11 ðνp Þ in response to changes of
the potentials applied to the gate electrodes forming the
double quantum dot. Using this by-now well-established
technique [17–19], we record characteristic hexagonal
charge stability diagrams [Fig. 2(b)] from which we
extract the DQD charging energy of 580 GHz and
estimate the number of charges in each dot to be of
the order of 10 electrons [18,31].
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FIG. 2. Characterization of the SQUID array resonator and
double quantum dot. (a) Reflectance spectrum jS11 j of the
resonator as a function of probe frequency νp and applied
magnetic flux Φm =Φ0 . (b) Hexagonal charge stability diagram
of the DQD detected in the phase ϕ of the microwave tone at
frequency νp reflected off the resonator close to its resonance
frequency νr as a function of the applied side gate voltages V RSG
and V LSG .

To explore their mutual coupling, we first fix the SQUID
array resonance frequency to νr ¼ 5.03 GHz and set the
tunnel coupling of the DQD to 2t ∼ 4.13 GHz < νr . This
ensures that tuning the difference energy δ between the
charge states in the right and left quantum dots results in a
resonance (νq ¼ νr ) between the charge qubit transition frepﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
quency νq and the resonator at δ ¼  (νr ðΦm Þ)2 − ð2tÞ2 .
Varying the detuning δ [along the dashed line indicated
in Fig. 2(b)] by applying appropriately chosen voltages to
the two side gates, we observe the dispersive (i.e., nonresonant) interaction between the DQD and the resonator in
a probe-frequency-dependent reflectance measurement of
the resonator [Fig. 3(a)]. As a function of δ, the reflectance
spectrum jS11 ðνp Þj shows characteristic shifts in the dispersive regime (νq ≫ νr or νq ≪ νr ) and indications of an
avoided crossing at δ ∼ 2.86 GHz at resonance
(νq ¼ νr ), which we analyze in more detail below.
We first extract the frequency ν~ r of the resonator, as
renormalized by its dispersive interaction with the DQD, by
fitting a Lorentzian line to the reflectance spectrum at each
value of δ. The dispersive shift induced by the coupling to a
qubit has previously been observed and used in circuit
QED experiments with semiconductor double quantum
dots [17–19]. When varying δ, the experimentally extracted
shift Δνr ¼ ν~ r − νr reaches up to about 100 MHz close to
resonance [blue dots, Fig. 3(b)]. The measured values of
Δνr are in excellent agreement with the results of a master
equation simulation (solid line) analyzed in the same way,
finding the parameters ðg0 ;γ b1 ;γ bφ Þ=ð2πÞ¼ð155;35;63ÞMHz
while keeping the bare resonator linewidth κ fixed at its
independently determined value stated above.

(b)

(e)

(c)

FIG. 3. Dispersive and strong resonant interactions. (a) Resonator reflectance jS11 j as a function of probe frequency νp and
DQD detuning δ. The resonance (νq ¼ νr ) occurring at δ is
indicated by arrows. (b) Extracted resonator frequency shift Δνr
(dots) and (c) linewidth κ~ (dots) vs DQD detuning δ in
comparison to results of a master equation simulation (line)
for ðg0 ; γ b1 ; γ bφ Þ=ð2πÞ ¼ ð155; 35; 63Þ MHz. (d) Measured resonator reflectance jS11 j (dots) vs probe frequency νp at resonance
(νq ¼ νr ), displaying a strong-coupling vacuum Rabi mode
splitting. The solid line is the result of the master equation
simulation; the dashed line is a fit to a superposition of two
Lorentzian lines. (e) Resonator reflectance spectrum jS11 j with a
Lorentzian fit (dashed line) in the dispersive regime vs probe
frequency νp.

In the Jaynes-Cummings model we use to describe
the coupled system, both the coupling rate and the
decoherence rates depend on the mixing angle θ. The
effective coupling
strength g is given by g ¼ g0 sin θ, where
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
sin θ ¼ 2t= ð2tÞ2 þ δ2 , while the decay and decoherence
rates are given by γ 1 ¼ γ bφ sin2 θ þ γ b1 cos2 θ and
γ φ ¼ γ bφ cos2 θ þ γ b1 sin2 θ. This expression approximates
the experimentally relevant energy relaxation and dephasing processes using a frequency-independent white-noise
spectral density for both γ bφ and γ b1 . In the experiments
presented here and the ones performed previously [18,31],
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we accurately model the observed linewidths within the
experimentally explored frequency range using this
approximation.
Using the set of parameters that models the dispersive
frequency shift, we also find excellent agreement with the
effective linewidth κ~ of the resonator as renormalized by the
hybridization with the DQD charge qubit. Detuned from
the quantum dot, the resonator displays the bare linewidth
κ. When approaching resonance, it is increased by more
than a factor of 4 because of the interaction with the qubit
with significantly larger linewidth γ 2 ≫ κ. Near resonance
νq ∼ νr , the resonator reflectance does not display a single
Lorentzian line shape in probe frequency but develops two
well-resolved spectral lines.
Tuning the DQD into resonance with the resonator
(νq ¼ νr ), indicated by arrows in Fig. 3(a), we observe a
clear vacuum Rabi mode splitting (blue dots) in the
reflectance spectrum of the resonator [Fig. 3(d)]. A fit
(dashed green line) of the spectrum to a superposition of
two Lorentzian lines yields a splitting of 2g=2π ∼ 238 MHz,
with an effective linewidth of 93 MHz. The vacuum Rabi
mode splitting is found to be in good agreement with the
spectrum evaluated from the master equation simulation
(red solid line) with the parameters ðg0 ; γ b1 ; γ bφ Þ=ð2πÞ ¼
ð155; 35; 63Þ MHz, which is consistent with the analysis
(a)

of the dispersive frequency shift discussed above. We note
that the small amplitude of the signal in reflection is a direct
consequence of the fact that the qubit decoherence rate γ 2 is
significantly larger than the resonator decay rate κ, an
observation that is also reproduced in the theoretical analysis
of the data.
Furthermore, we analyze the spectroscopic properties of
the DQD charge qubit in two complementary measurements. First, we make use of the frequency tunability of the
high impedance SQUID array resonator by applying a
small magnetic flux Φm to its SQUID loops and keeping the
DQD charge qubit at a fixed tunnel coupling 2t. At a set of
frequencies fνr ðΦm Þg, we observe resonator spectra characteristic for its dispersive and resonant interaction with the
qubit [Fig. 4(a)]. The resonances (νq ¼ νr ) occurring at δ
for the set of values fνr ðΦm Þg (red data points) are in good
agreement with the expected dependence of the qubit
energy levels on δ [see dashed line in Fig. 4(a)]. We note
that at each resonance [νq ¼ νr ðΦm Þ] an avoided crossing
displaying a vacuum Rabi mode splitting is observed.
We also perform qubit spectroscopy by probing the
amplitude and phase of the resonator reflectance at fixed
measurement frequency νp ¼ 5.947 GHz while applying
an additional spectroscopy microwave tone at frequency νs
to the resonator. When the spectroscopy tone is resonant

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

FIG. 4. DQD charge qubit spectroscopy. (a) Resonator reflectance spectra jS11 j as a function of probe frequency νp and DQD detuning
δ for a set of four independent measurements taken at νr ðΦm Þ ≈ f4.5; 5.0; 5.5; 5.9g GHz. Red points indicate resonance (νq ¼ νr )
extracted from the data. The dashed line indicates the calculated transition frequency of the charge qubit. (b) Amplitude A of fixed
frequency measurement tone νp ¼ 5.947 GHz reflected from the resonator vs qubit spectroscopy frequency νs and qubit detuning δ. The
dashed line indicates the expected qubit resonance frequency for 2t ¼ 4.13 GHz. (c) Qubit line shapes Aðνs Þ (dots) measured at δ ¼ 0
[arrows in (b)] for drive strengths Ps ¼ f−5; −10; −15g dBm at the generator and fits to Lorentzian lines (on a linear background),
extracting the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the line δνq . Probe frequency νp ¼ 5.022 GHz, and probe power Pp ¼ −35 dBm
at the generator. (d) Extracted qubit linewidth δν2q (blue dots) vs spectroscopy drive power Ps with linear fit (red solid line). (e) Saturation
of qubit population with spectroscopy drive power Ps.
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with the qubit transition frequency (νs ¼ νq ), the qubit is
excited from its ground state jgi to a mixture between
ground and excited states jei. This mixed state changes the
resonance frequency ν~ r of the resonator by dispersive
coupling, resulting in a detectable change of the amplitude
A (and also of phase ϕr , not shown) of the microwave tone
reflected at frequency νp [Fig. 4(b)]. This technique has
been pioneered for superconducting qubits [11,12], where
it is widely used. Varying both the qubit detuning δ and the
spectroscopy frequency νs, we map out the spectrum of the
qubit [dashed line, Fig. 4(b)] and determine its tunnel
coupling 2t ¼ 4.13 GHz.
Using this technique, we are not only able to accurately
determine the transition frequency νq of the DQD charge
qubit but also its line shape, shown for three drive powers
Ps in Fig. 4(c). The observed line shape depends on the
qubit intrinsic linewidth, as set by its dephasing time T ⋆2 ,
and on the strength of the applied microwave drive Ps ,
which broadens the line proportional to its amplitude. In the
limit of weak driving (Ps → 0), the spectroscopic linewidth
δνq ∼ 80 MHz (FWHM) is determined by the dephasing
time T ⋆2 ∼ 4.0 ns of the DQD qubit as extracted from a
linear fit to the data in Fig. 4(d). This corresponds to a qubit
decoherence rate γ 2 =2π ¼ 40 MHz. Increasing the drive
strength Ps , we observe the qubit transition and thus also
the resonator response to approach saturation [Fig. 4(e)].
Aspects in which the current device may still be
optimized are the coherence properties of both the
SQUID array resonator and the DQD. In characterization
measurements of test samples, we found the observed
internal loss rate κint ∼ 10 MHz of the resonator to be
dominated by residual coupling to the resistive and radiative loss channels provided by the normal metal leads of
the DQD. In future device iterations, we plan to mitigate
both effects by using superconducting Al gates and on-chip
low pass filters [23,32]. Both measures may also improve
the coherence properties of the DQD [23]. In previous
measurements with coplanar waveguide resonators, we
have not found a strong dependence of the DQD coherence
on the number of charges down to the single electron
regime [31]. In GaAs devices, the charge relaxation rate
may ultimately be limited by the electron-phonon coupling
in the piezoelectric host material [33]. This effect may be
reduced by using materials such as silicon [34], which
would also allow us to study the spin dynamics of
individual electrons in an environment less prone to
decoherence due to coupling to nuclear spins. To study
spin dynamics at finite applied magnetic fields, it may also
be interesting to explore alternative approaches to high
impedance resonators such as the ones based on highkinetic-inductance thin-film resonators [35].
The data presented in this manuscript indicate that the
strong coupling limit of a semiconductor charge qubit
formed in a double quantum dot coupled to a microwave
photon has been realized. This result is achieved by the use
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of a high impedance SQUID array resonator increasing the
coupling strength by a factor of 6 relative to coupling
schemes using conventional 50-Ω resonators. This
approach is universally applicable to any circuit QED
application striving to maximize the coupling to the charge
degree of freedom. The realization of strong coupling in
this semiconductor circuit QED device also enabled us to
perform spectroscopy of the DQD qubit in the dispersive
regime to evaluate its line shape in dependence on the
microwave drive power, indicating the possibility of
temporally resolving the charge dynamics. These results
carry promise to further advance quantum information
processing efforts based on semiconductor charge and spin
qubits using circuit QED approaches, e.g., to perform QND
read-out and to realize coupling between distant qubits
through microwave photons.
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